
ionic solids

Ionic Solids

Properties characteristic of ionic solids

low conductivity as solids, high when molten

high melting points

hard brittle solids

soluble in polar solvents



high melting

Hardness and high melting point due to strong

forces between the cations and anions

hardness and

brittleness

the electrostatic forces are strong and

omnidirectional

brittleness due to the change in the nature of

forces after displacement of one bond length.



electrical conductivity

Electrons are associated with cations and

anions and are not free to move about in the

lattice.  Since there are no charge carriers,

ionic compounds are electrical insulators in the

solid state

the molten salts do conduct electricity since the

ions are not locked  in the lattice

Solubility in polar

solvents with high

permittivities, 
the energy of interaction between two charged particles is given by

for a vacuum, o = 8.85 x 10-12 C2m-1J-1.  Solvents such as water (82 o),

acetonitrile (33 o), ammonia (25 o) will reduce the attraction between two

ions, solvents with higher permittivities having the greater effect.

  
E =

q +q
4 r



Rock Salt Structure

Coordination
numbers?

Zinc Blende structure



Wurzite (ZnS)

Cesium Chloride



Fluorite structure

(CaF2)

Rutile: TiO2

Coordination
geometry of Ti?



Perovskite

What is formula?

spinel



descriptions of ionic

solids

in many ionic compounds, the radii of the ions are

known

since purely ionic bonding is non-directional, the ionic

spheres can pack like spheres of similar or disparate

size.

however, how do the large (or packing)spheres

arrange themselves?

One way is to…

Think of the larger ions as being close packed in

layers, P.

The smaller ions occupy the tetrahedral (T)or

octahedral (O) holes or sites between the close packed

big ions

Then the number of layers in the repeating  sequence

can be listed, POPOPO



schema

PaTOTPbTOT…  for hcp closest packed

spheres

PaTOTPbTOTPcTOT… for ccp closest packed

spheres

packing description

NaCl:  6 PO

ZnS:  wurzite (hcp S2- ions, Zn2+ in 1/2 T sites,

4 PT)

zinc blende (ccp S2- ions, Zn2+ in 1/2 T sites, 6

PT)

CaF2: Ca2+ close packed, ccp, all T sites filled

with F- ions: 9PTT



modeling the bonding

in ionic compounds

consider an ion pair shown above

the attraction between the ions can be

calculated using Coulomb’s Law

E =
Z+Z e2

4 r

r+/-

Z+Z-

in a real crystal, the

situation is more

complex

multiple interactions between like and unlike

charges

consider the 2 dimensional crystal

2 attractions and 2 repulsions

r+/-

Z+Z-

r+/-

Z-

r+/-

Z+

r+/-

Z-
attractive forces

repulsive forces



the sum of attractive and

repulsive forces

converges

the constant is called the Madelung Constant,

A, and is characteristic of the unit cell type

  
E =

AZ +Z e 2

4 r
= E =

A Z±

2e 2

4 r

MADELUNG

CONSTANTS

structure Geometric Factor, A Conventional Factor,
A (use Z±)

E =
AZ+Z e2

4 r
  
E =

AZ ±

2 e2

4 r
sodium chloride 1.74756 1.74756 = A

cesium chloride 1.76267  A = A

fluorite 2.51939 5.03878 = 2•A



What happens as r

approaches 0?

the energy goes to - !

have we forgotten something?

closed shell repulsions must be accounted for.

several different repulsion terms have been

used: we use,

ER =  
B
rn

the lattice energy U is

given by:

now the values of B and n must be known

U = E +ER = N A

AZ+Z e2

4 r
+

B
rn

 

 
 

 

 
 



plot of U, E and
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dU/dr = 0

a max-min problem

at minimum energy

  

dU
dr

= 0 = N A

AZ+Z e2
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the lattice energy is:

this is the energy required to separate an ionic

solid into its constituent ions in the gas phase

n depends upon electron configuration

predict how you might expect n to vary

Uo = NA

AZ+Z e2

4 ro
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DJ_Quest

What properties can the lattice energy

influence ?



usual values of n

Electron configuration of ion n

He 5

Ne 7

Ar, Cu+ 9

Kr, Ag+ 10

Xe, Au+ 12

lattice energy

contributions to

stability
charge

lattice force will increase with increasing charge, all other factors being

constant

ionic size

smaller ionic radii of  cation and anion should promote lattice stabilization

crystal structure

will depend upon the differing size of ions.  in general, the lattice energy will be

lower for ions with greatly differing size, as it will be difficult for a structure to

obtained where the anion-anion repulsions will be sufficiently diluted by the

interpacking of the cations

Madelung constant

should not affect the lattice energy to any significant amount since it is a

geometric factor depending on crystal type and the crystal type will be

determined by other factors.



Ionic energetics

45-62 + 615-621, 636-640

M: 65-74,

W: 74-90

Today’s question

What is a Frenkel defect?



Applications of Born-

Lande equation

how well is bonding in such compounds

described by a purely electrostatic expression?

can we predict if a compound can be isolated

as a crystalline solid?

a possible Hess’s Law

cycle for CuF is

Cu + 1/2 F2 CuF

Cu(g) Cu+

F(g) F-

Hsub

H(atom)

IE(1)

EA

U°

Hf



Use Hess’s Law to

predict H for

formation of ionic

solids.
M(s) + n/2 X2 (g)   MXn (s)

U calculates energy for

MXn(s)  Mn+ (g) + nX- (g)

need H for…

M (s)  Mn+(g) + ne (g)

n/2 X2 (g)  n X- (g)

obtaining the metal

ion, Mn+, in the gas

phase

two steps with known enthalpy changes can be

combined to obtain this result

sublimation of the metal

 M(s)  M(g) H = Hsublimation 

ionization of the metal

M(g)  Mn+ + ne H =  IE’s



Obtaining the anion(s)

in the gas phase

again two steps are known that will yield the

enthalpy change

atomization

X2 2X(g) H  BDE

electron affinity

X + e  X- H = - EA

Have all the terms…

Cu + 1/2 F2 CuF

Cu(g) Cu+

F(g) F-

Hsub

H(atom)

IE(1)

EA

U°

Hf



What are the

problems?

only estimated values are in U°

assumptions about size

n value

not a purely ionic compound (more later):

covalency adds stability

need to be concerned about the true character

of compounds that one may try to describe

using this model

A simpler equation:

Kaputinski!

In this equation, the

Madelung constant is

not used (similar

values)

Use thermochemical

radii (table 2.7)

HL =
nZAZB

rA + rB
1

0.365Å

rA + rB

 

 
  

 
 1.21MJ • Å /mole



try your own!

group A LiF

group B LiCl

group C LiBr

group D LiI

HL =
nZAZB

rA + rB
1

0.365Å

rA + rB

 

 
  

 
 1.21MJ • Å /mole

real answers

cmpd Hf° (kcal) Hf°(kJ/mole)

LiF -146.6 -613.4

LiCl -97.7 -408.8

LiBr -83.72 -350.3

LiI -64.79 -271.1



comparison of real

and calc’s U°’s

salt Expt U° Simple Model %error

LiCl 840.1 811.3 3.43%

LiBr 781.2 766.1 1.93%

LiI 718.4 708.4 1.39%

KCl 701.2 687.4 1.97%

KBr 671.1 659.8 1.68%

KI 632.2 623 1.46%

CsF 743.9 723 2.81%

CsCl 629.7 622.6 1.13%


